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4 POEMS BY MARÍLIA GARCIA 

Translated by Marco Paulo Alves 
 

 M.A. 

 

like the dangerous fettering  

of things you murmured upon leaving  

the living room.  

  before filming  

everything you observed the sun’s position on that  

afternoon among arab homes and imagined  

the sequence of dialogues  

 

in layers. almost a language  

winding or  

      at a stop in the dark. the two  

before  

the lens were no longer visible: alternated  

position (the white one  

laughed over a bed of algae)  

then diverted  

to hong kong on a delayed  

flight. how to continue trying an inverse  

angle if when the days pass  

everything worsens? how to follow the revolving  

schedule that they acquire after  

years of scarcity?  

you sat at one of the benches  

facing the two  

 

(there’s something difficult to say  
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and you do not know what it is,  

a general weight of  

things perhaps)  

from where comes the name  

patagonia? and the penguins? how  

to need the sequence of those  

images? and how did you  

swim so close to the  

rocks? 
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II. Rue de Fleurus 

 

from that window, the plaque on the opposite  

side of the street with the initials g. 

s. there was nothing very good, but you must  

still await the very thin cold, take the  

train the rain the curb  

circle the garden—and there the vendor  

of crepes had shut down. the book  

begins  

with a question at random about this  

city, but the principal you do not suppose— 

how to arrive at the meeting spot  

with the film begun. every time  

missing the station and drawing out various  

routes (you attempt to explain switching cars  

and calling various times  

a day, in aerial  

displacement.)  
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Svetlana 

 

on the eve of his departure for  

ny, emmanuel hocquard types 

a george oppen poem 

on his typewriter 

underwood n. 3. like svetlana wanting to return 

to barcelona here I will not stay 

another day she stated in the café 

with the greek name that 

she needed to see the invisible 

things of that city and her husband 

down the wrong side of the one-way carrying 

in his arm the boy without a tongue, 

attempting to reach that which 

appeared on the other side of the sea 

if anyone still came 

to help them 

  this time 

of year the storm usually does not 

delay (the poem was in english) 

and they were afraid of getting lost, 

she would say, thus the distance, 

rhythm of degree continuingly 

cut, thus 

 the manner of walking and  

the zigzagging of the airplane every time they departed 

together.  

they were afraid and every day you would do  

something to avoid. then you wanted  

to find him on the street, 

lost, like an accident: 

you cross a corner and see. lost 

call at the precise 

moment, the voice cut off 

again before proceeding 

through the promenades.  
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Le Pays N’est Pas La Carte, 

 

you think it through but 

if they were quadrangular streets 

you would have gone to another café, would have said everything in  

another manner and seen from 

above the city instead of losing 

yourself every time 

upon exiting the metro. it is not unpleasant 

being here, it is apparently 

overly real you say with raised eyelashes 

looking for a map 

 

II. 

 

it is not the airplane flying low over 

the water nor the body 

at the half-opened window 

watching the design 

of the cars below—you make no comment 

because you prefer to hatch plans 

in silence 

(would you be dreaming 

about hills?) 

 

III.  

 

from there you send long 

letters describing the country, 

the earthquakes and the shape of the city. 

can you tell me that you never  

frighten yourself but you do not understand ‘cause 

you walk asking: 

is the cabin made of plastic? is it your voice 

on the recording? is it a ship on 

the horizon? it can be only 

a margin of error but  

you do not believe that 

with frequency 

 

(it can be only an open 

window that carries the papers) 


